By Michael Burton

"There are only 121 people in history classified as a 'master forger,'" Frank Abagnale told a group of UAH students last Wednesday. "Today, there are only 15 of us living, and I'm the youngest one."

Abagnale told the audience here at the Union of his exploits as an imposter and con man; his time in prison; and his new book and movie entitled "Catch Me If You Can."

Back in the 1960's, Abagnale was referred to as the "Skyway man" by The New York Times. ABC did a TV series based on his life entitled "It Takes A Thief."

At age 18 he was chief pediatrician for a hospital; at age 19 he was a well-respected lawyer and at 20 a college professor. As an airline pilot for Pan Am, he flew over 3 million miles in 3 years.

He was finally caught at age 21. An airline stewardess in France recognized him and wrote down his license plate number. "That's all Interpol needed," Abagnale said.

After he was caught, 26 countries filed warrants for his extradition. He was thrown in jail in France. Abagnale described the French prisons as making the Mexican prisons "look like a holiday hotel." He said his cell was 5 foot by 5 foot; pitch black, complete with bugs and rats. He stayed there for six months. After that, he was turned over to the Swedish police and given a six month sentence. Before the Italian police could arrest him, the Swedish government ordered his deportation to New York. On arrival in New York, he escaped through the trap door of the toilet on an airplane.

He escaped from the police in Chicago posing as an FBI agent. He was finally caught in Canada; and was transferred to an Atlanta federal prison; where he escaped posing as a federal prison inspector. To this day he remains the only prisoner ever to escape from that prison.

He served four years behind bars in Virginia until the government offered him a job to help them combat white collar crime.

Today, that's his job. He heads Frank Abagnale & Associates in Houston. Over 17,000 financial institutions around the world employ him; as well as 35,000 high schools and 7,000 colleges. Abagnale will host the Johnny Carson Show sometime next month. His book "Catch Me If You Can", after being out only about four weeks, is listed as number 3 on Time Magazine's bestseller list. His life as a con man will be presented in an upcoming movie by the same name. Dustin Hoffman will play Abagnale.

"Never once did I consider what I was doing glamorous," Abagnale told the crowd. "If I could, I'd trade places with any one of you."
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Parking no worry—transportation key?

By Stan Smith
Exponent columnist

The laziness of the student population around this campus is astounding. No one is willing to walk over fifty yards from car to class. Almost all of the complaining about a parking shortage is unfounded. Even so, with all the griping, someone must be trying to alleviate the problem.

That someone would be Dave Brown, Director of the Physical Plant. According to Mr. Brown, the university has $15,000 a year to spend on parking. Roads, repairwork and the like. This past year they took that $15,000 plus $6,000 left over from last year, and invested it in sidewalks. The idea, says Mr. Brown, is that the sidewalks will encourage more walking from the parking lots with available spaces. Oh, yes, there are plenty of available spaces. The Science & Engineering parking lot is never full and the Spragins Hall lot rarely is. So Mr. Brown's theory about the sidewalks begins to make sense.

The problem is the way the sidewalks are laid out. When you come out of the library, you have to make a major decision about which sidewalk to take. They're everywhere, but they don't seem to go anywhere. They all curve around and reconnect to each other and make some sort of intricate maze. This campus probably looks like a Parker Brothers game board from the air. Still, the idea was a good one in theory. People are really lazy who won't walk a couple extra feet just to go to class. Students at most colleges would love to have parking lots close to their classes as we have.

Parking lots are an eyesore, anyway. Trees and grass are much more pleasing and not nearly as expensive. The average cost per parking space is about $350, provided you buy about 100 spaces. The university doesn't have enough money for that. If it did, and a parking lot was going to be constructed, it would either be in front of Morton Hall or at the soccer field. A lot can't be placed in between buildings because the master plan of the university shows the buildings to be expanded in those areas over the next few years.

To the Students:

On behalf of the Student Government Association—the Symposium and Lecture Series, Cabaret, and Film Series, I would like to express our sincere appreciation to the University student body for making our programming a tremendous success. During our first four weeks of programming this fall, we have had a total attendance of over 3600 students.

This week's film, "And Justice For All," starring Dustin Hoffman, will be shown Thursday at 8:15 p.m. and Friday at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. and on Saturday at 7:00 p.m. This week's band at Cabaret is "DENIM," a local dance band which will perform from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday night at the Union.

With your continued support, the SGA pledges to continue to bring quality entertainment to UAH on a weekly basis. Together we will work to destroy the old myth that there is nothing to do at UAH, "because there is." See you at the Union this weekend.

Sincerely,
James Steele
President, SGA
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Reader's Letter:
Student questions suicide article

To the Editor:

Was it really necessary for you to print the story on the suicide death of one of our fellow students, and then sensationalize the tragic incident with the boldfaced headline "UAH Student Commits Suicide"? (Oct. 1, 1980)

And the clever juxtaposition of the poem on death, was it planned or merely coincidental?

I hope that this type of "last respects" never appear in the Exponent again without thought for the family and friends.

Janene Turis

Editor's Note: It was one of the student's best friends who requested that The Exponent announce her death with a poem.
Rhonda Fugate

My name is Rhonda Fugate and I'm seeking the office of a Legislators at UAH. I have always felt that getting involved and trying to better things is a much more effective method than complaining. During my senior year at UAH, I already see many students that come to school and go straight home after their classes are over. Unfortunately, they never take advantage of the service programs or entertainment events sponsored by the SCA. I feel the SCA has been doing an excellent job in this area and I wish to take part in their work in continuing this promotion of student life on campus.

As a Legislators at UAH, I am seeking the office of a Legislators at UAH. I have always felt that getting involved and trying to better things is a much more effective method than complaining. During my senior year at UAH, I already see many students that come to school and go straight home after their classes are over. Unfortunately, they never take advantage of the service programs or entertainment events sponsored by the SCA. I feel the SCA has been doing an excellent job in this area and I wish to take part in their work in continuing this promotion of student life on campus.

My name is Barry Stephen Cline, and I am running for SGA Legislature. Having recently transferred to UAH from the University of the South, I have seen firsthand the workings of another student government, and I feel that this experience will give me added insight in the performance of my duties as a UAH legislator.

As UAH prepares to make the transition from a commuter-oriented university to a regional educational center, the student government must prepare itself to deal with a variety of new problems without interrupting the routine flow of current concerns. Student Services must expand now to meet future demand. On-campus social activity must expand now in order to be prepared for the needs of students in the university housing in coming years. The administration must be given proper input as to the needs and desires of students now in order to plan for the future.

1981 will be a landmark year for UAH. Programs and procedures will be put into effect which will dictate the course of this university well into the future.

Harold Wright

My name is Harold Wright and I am a candidate for SGA Legislators. Many people have expressed their concern over the fact that they never have a hand in any of the activities which are brought to UAH. One must remember that the SCA is an organization which should work for the betterment of the students. I, if elected to the legislature, will work to see that the students of UAH are effectively represented in the SCA. Therefore, the carrying out of the student's wishes will be my primary goal as a legislator to the SCA.

Thank you.

Don Gross

My name is Don Gross and I am running for a one-year term as a SGA Legislators. I am a senior Accounting major with many varied interests including the desire to represent you.

To me the primary function of a legislator is to represent the student body as a whole and to be willing to listen to anyone who wants to be heard. I pledge to you that I will carry out this function and always be available to hear your questions and ideas. You need a "friend" in the legislator so vote for Don Gross.

Thank you.
Legislative candidates air their views on
goal of government

Mary Ramsey
for me. I will make only one promise and that is to continue to vote in the legislature in the best interest of the students.
Respectfully, Mary Ramsey

Alvin Hall
for the betterment of the school at all times will be a major concern. With these ideas in mind, I will have to be aware of the issues that involve us. We must continually work together to accomplish goals that will impact on our lives. Promises are easily made and tend to fall by the wayside, but as your SGA Legislator I will try to do the best I can to the best of my ability and see that things that you suggest to me will be talked about in the SGA meetings. So as your SGA Legislator, vote for me, Alvin Hall, the one for the job!

Joey Torkar
Hello,
My name is Joey Torkar and I would like to have the opportunity to serve you as an SGA Legislator.
During the past year, I have been involved with the SGA as a member of Cabaret and the SGA Executive Staff. Through these positions, I have worked directly with the Student Program Council, the SGA Legislative, and UAH Administration. I support changes in SGA that would benefit the students on campus and would help to resolve the problems that presently exist. I ask for your support in this upcoming election. Thank you.

Bob Hill
On October 8 & 9, you will elect eight legislators to represent you on the Student Government Association for the next year.
Just as you wouldn't want an inexperienced teacher in the classroom, you wouldn't want an inexperienced legislator who would have to spend half of his/her term learning what to do. This is where I feel that I can help the students at UAH.
I served on the SGA Legislative at Motlow State Junior College in Tullahoma, Tennessee, prior to transferring to UAH in December of 1979. At Motlow, I served on several committees while gaining experience on SGA matters; experience that I can bring to the legislature here if I am elected.

Jamey Butler
No picture available
No statement submitted

(Candidates' photos by Cliff Collier)

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
4. Class Reunion, by Rona Jaffe. ( Dell, $2.75.) Four Radcliffe grads and how they fared: fiction.
5. The Number of the Beast, by Robert A. Heinlein. (Fawcett, $6.95.) Space journey to other universes: fiction.
7. Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam, $5.95.) A sort of a love story.
8. Shibumi, by Trevanian. (Ballantine, $2.95.) Intrigues of the perfect assassin and perfect lover: fiction.

Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information supplied by college stores throughout the country. October 6, 1980.

New & Recommended
Been in the Storm too Long, by Leon F. Litwack. (Vintage, $7.95.) Meaning of freedom to emancipated Southern blacks.
Cannibals and Missionaries, by Mary McCarthy. (Avon, $2.75.) Insights on terrorism aboard hijacked airplane.
Double, Double, Oil and Trouble, by Emma Latham. (Pocket, $2.50.) New York banker-detective foils oil caper.
Association of American Publishers
National survey identities market trends

A national survey of the college market, released last week by Monroe Mendelsohn Research, Inc. in conjunction with College Marketing & Research, Inc., revealed some interesting statistics about the media behavior and purchasing habits of college students.

The survey of the College Market 1990 provides a profile of more than four million full-time undergraduate students attending four-year colleges. Based on a statistically projectable sample, the survey reflects the distribution of students by college size, type and geographic location. Individual respondents were selected on an nth-name basis from student enrollment lists. Over 3,900 students—76 percent of all students contacted—responded to the questionnaire.

Some of the survey's findings:

* The median television viewing time for male students is 14.8 hours per week. The median time for female students is 13.6 hours.

* The median radio listening time was reported as 19.1 hours for males and 22.0 hours for females.

* Magazine leaders identified. Time Magazine is the overall leader, with 29 percent coverage of the total student population. Second overall is Playboy, with 36 percent, followed by Newsweek (25 percent).

* Women use a variety of leisure-time activities. 60 percent of all students own a tennis racket. 10-speed bikes are owned by 50 percent of all students. 15 percent of all students own golf clubs, 13 percent a bowling club. And 50 percent of the total student population own a sleeping bag.

* Designer jeans gain market penetration. 37 percent of all male students and 56 percent of all female students reported that they own a pair of designer jeans.

* Athletic apparel also shows market penetration. 60 percent of male students and 55 percent of female students reported owning warm-up suits, running or jogging shoes are owned by 56 percent of all male and 59 percent of female students. The leading brand in this category is Nike, bought by 14 percent of all students this past year.

* Students take time out. Ownership figures for sporting and recreational equipment indicate that students are participating in a wide variety of leisure-time activities. 60 percent of all students own a tennis racket. 10-speed bikes are owned by 50 percent of all students. 15 percent of all students own golf clubs, 13 percent a bowling club. And 50 percent of the total student population own a sleeping bag.

* Games enjoy a wide popularity among the college crowd. Of the branded games named by students, Monopoly is the leader, owned by 46 percent of all college students. The runner-up is Scrabble, with 30 percent ownership.

* Hand-held calculators aren't just for math majors. The study found that 15 percent of all students own one. 29 percent of students also reported that they own an electric typewriter, vs. 20 percent who own a manual typewriter.

* The study determined that 83 percent of all students plan to vote in the November elections. However, only 62 percent of students reported that they were registered to vote. Fourth-year students are more likely to be registered to vote. They are also more likely to say they will vote. 18-year olds and non-white have the lowest levels of registration.

* When asked for their opinions on draft-registration, 37 percent said that both men and women should be registered, 34 percent said neither men nor women should be registered and 26 percent stated that only men should be registered. Most opposed to draft registration of either men or women are those who are being or are going to be registered: 18-20 year olds.

The Exponent
Are you an average student?

If you are an average student, you watch about 14 hours of television a week, read Time magazine, own a warm-up suit, and play Monopoly. How do you compare?

UAH Art Series needs students for selection board

The UAH Art Series, a committee of students and faculty, is looking for three students who would like to take part in the selection and management of cultural and entertainment events on campus and at the VBCC Concert Hall.

Dr. D. Royce Boyer, chairman of the UAH Music Department, would like to find an interested S&E student, a business major, and one student of any major to serve on the committee. Students are appointed by the SGA, which has appropriated funds for the series for the past 14 years.

Due to Student Government Association subsidy from student activity funds, students are provided tickets for each event for $1.00 by showing their I.D. card at the Book Nook. The first 200 tickets are reserved seats at the VBCC (worth $6.50 to the general public) and remaining seats are unreserved. Tickets are available at the Book Nook two weeks prior to each event, and are available now for the Heath Brothers Jazz Quintet performance Sunday, Oct. 12, at 8:15 p.m. in the Humanities Building Recital Hall. A free workshop with the jazz artists will be held at 3:00 p.m. that afternoon.

Anyone interested in working on these programs should call Dr. Boyer at 895-6436.

With light response, yearbook voted down

Of those students responding to an Exponent survey last week, the majority said that did not want to pay a portion of their activity fee for a yearbook.

Only 51 students bothered to vote on whether they wanted a yearbook. 90 percent stated that "every higher education institution should have a yearbook to remind us of a very important part of our life." Another one said "One remembers his friends if they were important to him. Pictures are only illusions, anyway."

UAH coed assaulted

A UAH co-ed was raped on her apartment Wednesday, October 1. The incident occurred in University housing at approximately 1:30 a.m. This is the second such assault to occur in the University's housing area in less than two years.

The incident was confirmed by UAH officials after rumors began to circulate around the campus Wednesday afternoon. UAH Campus Police were the first to arrive at the scene and according to UAH's Sgt. John Henderson, the Huntsville Police Department was immediately called to assist in the investigation. The investigation is continuing; no arrests have been made at this time.

On March 31 of last year a UAH co-ed was molested in her university apartment. The details of that incident were similar to assaults attributed to the so-called "Southwest Molester" who was arrested last year.
Organization good for student budget

Food Co-op available in Huntsville

By Daniel Little

Did you know Huntsville has its very own food co-op? The Huntsville Food Co-op is a non-profit organization whose members enjoy nutritional food at low prices. The food is bought in bulk quantities, and the members do all the necessary work involved in weighing and bagging the food. (Each family works 2 to 3 hours a month.) The Co-op is housed at Agora at 4206 Oakwood Avenue, near Jordan Lane.

The Food Co-op was founded in 1978. Originally it consisted of a handful of families who purchased a few items of food from several sources. In 1978, the group expanded its membership and began meeting at the Westminster Academy. For a time, the organization was known as the Westminster Food Co-op. Later that year, it moved downtown into the basement of the Good Book Store. When the store burned in July, 1978, the Co-op moved into the basement of one of the member families. There it remained until the summer of 1979, when it moved into its present location at Agora. At that time, it was reorganized with elected officers and representatives. No one in the Co-op receives a salary. Theral and syn order food on a monthly basis. When it is delivered, several weighing and bagging sessions are held, then the members pick up their orders on a pre-scheduled night. A long-term goal of the Co-op is to eventually evolve into a store-front operation similar to those in larger cities.

The Co-op buys food from local sources and from a cooperative warehouse in Atlanta. A great variety of foods is available, including natural foods (such as whole wheat flour, nuts, and dried fruit), vegetarian items (to beans and tofu) and everyday staple foods (eggs, spices, cheese, noodles, etc.).

A great variety of food is available, including natural foods, vegetarian items, and everyday staple foods. The Co-op provides an alternative to the over-priced, chemical-laden, conglomerate food available in the commercial groceries.

Potential new members are invited to send in a trial order. If they then decide to join the Huntsville Food Co-op, there is a one-time membership fee of $2.50 for individuals and $5.00 for families.

The Co-op provides an alternative to the over-priced, chemical-laden, conglomerate food available in the commercial grocery stores.

With many lecturers attending, a comprehensive review of the major clinical problems in caring for the elderly will be presented on October 16, 17 and 18 by the Huntsville program (SPAC) of the University of Alabama School of Medicine.

Huntsville Hospital and the Tennessee Valley Branch of the Alabama Chapter of the American Academy of Family Physicians are co-sponsoring the course, which is accredited for 15 hours in Category I for the AMA Physician's Recognition Award and for 15 AAPF.

For foreign travel,

At the 1981-82 competition for grants for graduate study abroad offered under the Fulbright Program and by foreign governments, corporations, universities and private donors will close on October 31, 1980.

Only a few more weeks remain in which qualified graduate students may apply for one of the approximately 500 awards which are available to 52 countries.

Most of the grants offered provide round-trip transportation, tuition and maintenance for one academic year; a few provide international travel only or a stipend intended as a partial grant-in-aid.

Applications must be U.S. citizens at the time of application, and must generally hold a bachelor's degree or its equivalent before the beginning date of the grant and, in most cases, should be proficient in the language of the host country. For certain specific awards, candidates may not hold the Ph.D. at the time of application. Candidates for 1981-82 are ineligible for a grant to a country if they have been doing graduate work or conducting research in that country for six months or more during the academic year 1980-81.

Creative and performing artists are not required to have a bachelor's degree, but they must have four years of professional study or equivalent experience. Social work applicants must have at least two years of professional experience after the Master of Social Work degree; candidates in medicine must have an M.D. degree at the time of application.

Application forms and further information for students interested in applying for the Fulbright Program are available at UAH, and may be obtained from the Fulbright Program Adviser, Dr. Carolyn White, who is located in the Humanities Building, Room 415. The deadline for filing applications is October 15.

Director of the Geriatric Unit at the Veteran's Administration Hospital in Los Angeles and principal editor of The Physiology and Pathology of Human Aging, a nationally recognized text on geriatrics.

He will speak on "Changing Age—Changing Function: A Review of Psychophysiology of Aging".

Other guest faculty on the Friday program include R. Don Gambrell, Jr., M.D., Associate Professor of Endocrinology and of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Medical College of Georgia, speaking on both "Estrogens, Progestogens, Testosterone, and Androgens" and "Aging and Metabolic Bone Disease", "Nutritional Assessment and Problems in Geriatric Practice" will be discussed by Janette C. Martin, R.D., MPH, Chief of the Division of Nutrition and Community Services, Maryland Office on Aging. Jol S. Sergent, M.D., Director of the Vanderbilt Multi-Purpose Arthritis Center, will talk on "Joints Disease in the Elderly". Guest faculty on Saturday, October 18, include John W. Hollifield, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine at Vanderbilt School of Medicine, speaking on "Hypertension in the Elderly"; Richard W. Besdie, M.D., Director of the Urban Health Program at Harvard Medical School, will discuss "Psychobiology of Aging—A Review of Dementia, Cognitive Disorders, and Sexual..."
Enjoying college life
Last year one sorority held an Hawaiian organizations on campus are planning lu-o-w. This year some Greek parties to celebrate Halloween.

Kappa Kappa's pledge new Chi O's pledge new members

The Kappa Kappa Chapter of Chi Omega is proud to announce the pledging of six new members: Susan Figorola, Teresa Freeman, Lynn Gasper, Melanie Ontiveros, Marie Riemann and Dorothy Turner.

On Wednesday night, Sept. 24, several Chi O's helped out the Jaycees at their annual fairground attraction, the 'Dunking Booth.' Glenn Bracken of Channel 48 was also there taking turns on the plank before taping the news at the booth. The girls did such a good job that they were

Zeta's celebrate pledges
Since Open Rush began in September, Delta Zeta has pledged five girls. They are Ruth Aldridge, Patricia Baugh, Claudia Conely, Felicia Francis and Joni Wilkerson.

The Alumnae gave the Fall a special day to all Chi Omegas. It comes October 5 and the Chi O's at UAH started celebrating it Friday night with a hayride followed by a cookout and birthday party for Kitten Starnes, Lara Glasscock, Lynn Breeding, Evelyn Struck, Vickie Tuminillo and Sheri Missip. On Sunday, the girls continued the celebration with lunch at Mr. Miracles followed by a special program. The Chi O's are also happy to welcome Robin Brolld, a sister from Auburn.

A TO readies for party
The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity would like to congratulate the new pledge brothers: Robert Clark, Roy Everidge, Mark Hall, Mike Ise, Frank Lane, Bobby McManus, Bobby Nolan and Luke Schutzenhofer.

ATO now has a total of 10 pledges at the conclusion of Fall Rush. The pledge class has really started on the right foot by already working on their fund raising projects.

Still in the news is the Fourth Annual ATO-sponsored Halloween Party, which will be held at the Cahaba Shriners' Temple on Pulaski Pike Road, Friday, October 31st. Some of the entertainment will include: Hatterfox, Costume contest and door prizes.

The UAH Community can purchase $1.00 Raffle tickets from the ATO's for a $750.00 gift certificate from Parisians. The winner will be announced at the Halloween Party!!!
'Mad Love' signals tough Ronstadt attitude

By Kathy Orloff

On Sunday, Oct. 19 at 8:00 p.m., the Birmingham-Jefferson Coliseum will host one of the top female singers in rock music today, Linda Ronstadt's love of classical art and solid tradition provides an interesting juxtaposition to and yet blends easily with her dedication to immediacy in her own art. She seems at times a woman of great contradiction, but she has accepted her preferences as facets, accepted change and contrast, and in the end has followed her heart.

Where her heart has taken her, in the first year of the new decade, is back to the basics. Her newest album, Mad Love, is a rock and roll album, pure and simple, and although Linda has been considered a rock singer for years, the album is a blazing departure from her previous work. Gone are the lush arrangements, the aural enhancers, the layers of overdubbing. In their place, Mad Love puts out a new attitude, a definitely tougher one, more spontaneous and simple. Inevitably it is softened a touch by Linda's underlying vulnerability and the ever improving quality of her remarkable voice.

Mad Love is a storm of musical energy punctuated by an abundance of Rickenbacker 12-string guitar, Farfisa organ, and what Linda enthusiastically describes as "great trashy drum sound." All ten songs have a towering level of intensity that is sustained throughout the album.

"I'm more excited about this album than about any other one I've ever done," Linda confesses. Most of her records have included numerous ballads and a few rock numbers. Mad Love is rock and roll to its toes; even the slower tunes are referred to as "power ballads."

Mad Love is the next logical artistic step for Linda and her producer-manager Peter Asher. "It was like turning a corner," she says, "but everything felt so natural."

In her search for material, she went to countless clubs and concerts, listened to hours and hours of new songs. The band she had worked with for the past several years decided to go out on their own (the last band of Linda's to do that eventually became the Eagles). And so Linda was faced with finding new musicians, too.

Most influential was a new, tougher attitude she was seeing in performance and also reflected in the harder edge to the music itself. She was comfortable with it, and the music reminded her of the rock and roll she had loved in the 60's. So she "chopped" for songs and players that reflected that attitude, finally deciding to include among the tunes on her LP, three by Elvis Costello, and three from the Cretones' talented Mark Goldenberg, who also played on the new album. Also in evidence are Bob Glaub, Danny Kortchmar, Russ Kunkel, Dan Dugmore and the gifted pianist Billy Payne, formerly with 'Little Feat.' Linda's musical evolution has progressed steadily if not predictably. Starting with the funkier aspects of her country tunes to the layered and electronically enhanced efforts of the seventies, she has pared it back to the bones with Mad Love. A powerhouse of energy and excitement, it is performance music, not to the core. Making her move in a bold way, Linda Ronstadt has burst into the 80's, guns ablaze. Those lucky enough to catch her in Birmingham can catch the smoke of that blaze on Oct. 19.

Heath Brothers start Art Series season

The innovative jazz group, Heath Brothers, will lead off the UAH Art Series of on-campus Enrichment Events on Sunday, October 12 at 8:15 p.m. in the Humanities Building Recital Hall on The UAH campus.

The Heath Brothers have been in existence since 1974 as a jazz group creating music that is diverse in style; it ranges from the small-group sounds of the Bebop classics to the contemporary. In addition to Percy on bass and Jimmy on tenor and soprano saxes and flute, the Heath Brothers ensemble includes pianist Stanley Cowell, Tony Purrone on guitar and Akira Tana on percussion.

In the relatively short time they have been together, the Cabaret Act

This Saturday at 9:30 p.m. a local band called "Denim" will play in the Union. "Denim", managed by Don Clifton, has been together for almost seven years. They play "Top 40" music as well as some original material.

The band's members include: Dexter Greenhaw, musical director and lead guitar; who is also the band director at Clements High School in Limestone County; Scott Hass, Keyboard player who is manager of ABC Music Store in Huntsville; Ray Sanderson, drummer who has toured with Jerry Lee Lewis and the Everly Brothers; Skip Adkins, bass player and advertising manager at the Huntsville News; and Cherry Allen, female vocalist and real estate agent.

The band has toured throughout Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee and is planning to produce their first album soon.
Swing of Delight—Santana provides excellent quality

By Danny Johnson

Carlos Santana has once again provided an album of excellent quality. "The Swing Of Delight" is totally instrumental with the exception of "La Llave" which is in Spanish. Deviating from the top 40 sound of Santana's two previous albums, "Inner Secrets" and "Marathon", "The Swing Of Delight" is jazz and a rock-jazz fusion Energizing and relaxing, "The Swing Of Delight" brings together some of the finest jazz musicians, most notable, Herbie Hancock.

Santana demonstrates his brilliant abilities as a guitarist, mesmerizing and cooking like never before. "The Swing Of Delight" is the first Santana album to be digitally recorded.

A digital recording allows the music to be reproduced more vividly. The result is increased clarity, elimination of tape noise, hiss, wow, flutter and other distortions.

There are nine selections on "The Swing Of Delight", all of which are capable of standing on their own merits. There are no album fillers in this two record set. It offers a good hour of fine music, suitable for most any occasion.

As with any instrumental album, the listener must decide which are the best selections for himself. However, "Swapan Tari", "Phuler Matan", "Jharna Kala", "La Llave" and "Golden Hours" tend to stand out above the rest, again, depending on what one likes.

Swing of Delight--Santana provides excellent quality

collegiate crossword

ACROSS

1. Delirious
2. Crazy: slang
3. Mr. Freminger
4. Meditator's concerns
5. At approximately (a date)
6. Areas of concern to H.U.D.
7. Navigation hazard
8. Swindle: slang
9. Way to serve potatoes:
10. Burden
11. Injured
12. Sophomore or senior
13. Cut
14. Tree products
15. Takes notice
16. Follows a signal course
17. Scoops (at)
18. 賧l: 3 wds.
19. Citrus fruits
20. Wagons un
21. Familiar sight in June
22. Official permits
23. Check; arrest
24. Big city
25. — on, loved excessively
26. 賽er:
27. Settle
28. Heart
29. Carp
30. — gas now, an essential condition
31. Miss Filig
32. 賝
33. Take notice
34. Shame!

DOWNS

1. Projecting rock
2. 堆
3. 堆
4. 堆
5. 堆
6. 堆
7. 堆
8. 堆
9. 堆
10. 堆
11. 堆
12. 堆
13. 堆
14. 堆
15. 堆
16. 堆
17. 堆
18. 堆
19. 堆
20. 堆
21. 堆
22. 堆
23. 堆
24. 堆
25. 堆
26. 堆
27. 堆
28. 堆
29. 堆
30. 堆
31. 堆
32. 堆
33. 堆
34. 堆
35. 堆
36. 堆
37. 堆
38. 堆
39. — Stanley Gardner
40. Engraved stone slab
41. Sports group

The Exponent

UAH Drama Board undergoes major reorganization plans

University Playhouse, which has produced thirty theatrical productions in the past ten years, is currently undergoing reorganization, according to SGA President James Steele.

University Playhouse, also known as the Drama Board, will be restructured to be part of the Student Program Council of the SGA. In the past, the Drama Board has had several non-students working on the programs. Now the board will have more student involvement in the programs. The Playhouse will also be more accountable to the SGA Legislature than before, Steele said. Steele has appointed Mr. Paul Webb of the Communication Center, as interim advisor for the group. Mr. Webb will assist in the reorganization of University Playhouse's programming and relationship to the SGA.

All students interested in working with University Playhouse are invited to attend an organizational meeting on organizational meeting on Thursday, October 9, at 6:00 p.m. in Room 419 of the Humanities Building. The meeting is not limited to students who have worked with Playhouse in the past but is open to any student interested in working with the group this year. The purpose of the meeting will be to establish the membership of the Drama Board, the governing body of Playhouse, for the 1980-81 academic year. Students not able to attend should contact Mr. Webb in Morton 217 or at 895-6645.

Mr. Webb noted that the reorganization will not affect Playhouse's current production of "Pajama Game", which is now being prepared by director Elaine Winking, musical director Dr. John Winking, and a large cast and crew. "Pajama Game" will be performed November 6-7 at the Von Braun Civic Center Playhouse.

The SGA Legislature will vote to approve the play tonight at 8:15.
NINE EXCITING CULTURAL/ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS FOR THE 1980-81 SEASON

Heath Brothers
This Sunday

Heath Brothers Jazz
October 12, 1980
Saxophonist Jimmy Heath and Percy, bassist with the Modern Jazz Quartet, play many of their top selling recorded tunes with Stanley Cowell, Tony Purronne and Akilo Tana.

SPECIAL UAH STUDENT TICKETS
$1.00

Ticket information! (VBCC events)
UAH students can purchase tickets to each event for only $1.00 at the Book Nook only! The first 200 tickets will be reserved seats and remaining tickets are unreserved. All tickets will be available two weeks prior to each performance. Performance times—8:15 p.m.

General Public Reserved Seating $6.50 (UAH faculty, staff and dues paying alumni, children and senior citizens) $5.00
General Public Unreserved Seating $5.00 (UAH faculty, staff and dues paying alumni, children and senior citizens) $3.00

Only $1.00 student tickets are available in the Book Nook. All other tickets are available from the Von Braun Civic Center Box Office. Students who want additional tickets can exchange their $1.00 ticket for seating with their friends at the VBCC box office.

THE UAH ART SERIES IS A STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION SPONSORED PROJECT!
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL SCORES
Delta Chi over Pikes: 12-6
BSU over the Eagles: 32-8
Finley over ATO: 12-0
Pigs over Flash: 2-2, 22 yds. to 0 in OT
KD over Chi O's: 8-0

Karate Club holds meeting
The UAH Karate Club held its first meeting on Sept 29 and the workout schedule was set along with the fee structure.

UAH swim class seeks participants
Recruiters are seeking participants for the "Master Chargers" program.

Rowing Crew holds practice this Saturday
Crew Coach Larry Davis is inviting any interested people to come out to practice or just watch the Rowing Crew Saturday at 7:00 a.m. at Ditto's Landing. Students needing rides can meet at Spragins Hall at 6:30 a.m. Others can meet at the boat house (located two miles east on Hobbs Island Road; directly across from Hobbs Island Grocery) at 7:00 a.m.

Hockey tickets on sale now at the VBCC
Season tickets for the 1980-81 season of Charger Hockey are on sale now at the Von Braun Civic Center Arena. Adult tickets for all 12 home games will be $15.00. Students and children can buy their tickets for $5.00.

Think you know sports?
What country were the Olympic Games first held?

answers to crossword

Classifieds--sales, want ads

TYPING: Term papers, theses, dissertations, etc., done by a certified typing instructor. Reasonable rates. -accuracy guaranteed. Call 536-3001 after 3:30.

REWARD for any information leading to the arrest & conviction of the person or persons responsible for the murder of Obie L. Call 895-6531. Ask for Vera.


AIRCRAFT Major airlines are now hiring for the following opportunities:
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
TICKET AGENTS
RAMP & BAGGAGE PERSONNEL
CUSTOMER SERVICE RESERVATION AGENTS
CLERICAL POSITIONS

Individuals interested in applying with these airline companies must be career oriented, have a public relations personality, be willing to travel if required, and be in good health. For further information on how to immediately apply directly with these major airlines companies, write to: TRAVELEX, INC.

ATTENTION AIRLINE APPLICATION INFORMATION, 3865 SOUTH WASATCH BLVD., SUITE 105, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84109. Please indicate briefly your background, what airlines position(s) you are interested in applying for, and enclose a stamped, self-addressed stamped envelope so that you may receive further information as to what steps to take so that possible interviews might be arranged by these airlines. All major airlines companies are EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS.
CJ club has membership drive

The Criminal Justice Club had a membership drive September 15, 1980.

Club business involved particular prison trips, workshops, and debates. Guess speaker was Dr. Thomas Williams, the new head of the Political Science Dept., and Bridget McGraw, a recent graduate of UAH.

The new officers for 80-81 year are: President, Millie Powell; Vice President, Lynn Moore; Secretaries, Ann Olszewski and Vernice Wright; Treasurer, Tony Simmons.

The next meeting will be held Monday, October 20, at 8:00 p.m. at the Nookin House.

Persons who cannot attend but are interested should contact Mr. Willie Brown, Criminal Justice Dept., Morton Hall 250, or phone him at 895-9162.

German Club

The UAH German Club has announced that they will bring films to UAH, free to all students.

The films were selected in cooperation with the faculty advisor of the UAH German Club, Dr. R. Leiter, and its president, Hartmut Gross.

The films will be presented in the lecture hall in the Science and Engineering Building at 8:15 p.m.

The films to be shown this year are: Nov. 20, "Winterspelt" (German with English subtitles, color); Jan. 15, 1981, "König von Bayern" (German, color); March 19, 1981, "Der Schinderhannes" (German with English subtitles, color); March 20, 1981, "Deutschstunde" (German, black & white); June 18, 1981, "Prinz von Homburg" (German, color).

Business Club

The Business Club will conduct a Resume Writing Workshop tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Room 310 of Morton Hall.

Continuous Ed

The UAH Division of Continuing Education is currently accepting applications for the winter term's EMT Paramedic Program.

For information, contact Cathy Green, lead instructor, before October 30 at The University of Alabama in Huntsville, EMT Paramedic Program, Division of Continuing Education, Huntsville, AL 35899, or phone (205) 895-6010.

Business Trends

(Huntsville Business Trends) A second quarter 1980 survey of 220 U.S. cities shows Huntsville's cost of living as being lower than the U.S., regional and state averages.

The quarterly cost of living survey is conducted by the Business Research & Services Department of the Huntsville Chamber of Commerce in cooperation with the American Chamber of Commerce Research Association (ACCRA).

Huntsville's second quarter 1980 index was set at 96.7 while the national average is 100. This means that $96.70 of purchases here cost $100 in the "average U.S. city last quarter.

The ACCRA cost of living index is keyed to the spending patterns of the middle management executive family of four. The ACCRA index does not measure price changes over a period of time since each quarterly report is a separate comparison and may be comprised of different cities each quarter.

The total cost of selected services in Huntsville ($372) is lower than both the average ($387) and the median ($377) total cost of services in the selected regional cities.

Huntsville's index is in the lowest 31 percent of the 220 reporting cities, and is the second lowest among the five reporting cities in Alabama. Huntsville's housing index (108.2) is significantly lower than the national average. Its food index (97.5), utilities index (97.4), and health index (96.3) are slightly lower than the national average, while the transportation index of 102.5 and the miscellaneous services index of 102.8 are slightly higher than the national average.

On a statewide basis, Huntsville's utility costs are significantly below the average of the five reporting cities. Food, housing, health and miscellaneous services are lower.